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Under the envious gaze of countless people, Shen Xiyan's stunning face appeared on the big screen,
not just a big ? It was not just the big screen that was dyed by the zero-er ground cover. Screen, but
the entire Tianhai projection screen advertising, are presented Shen Xiyan this stunning beauty, let
of the entire Tianhai, in the Shen Xiyan's stunning qualifications and deeply impressed, at the same
time for her happiness and feel moved as well as envious of her marriage ......

"I'd like to thank everyone for coming to our wedding, everyone on the stage are my closest
friends, my wife Shen Xiyan, my sister Lin Qingcheng, my wife's best friend Gu Yue, my two best
buddies Night One and Gu Qingcheng, and the head of the Yanjing Jun family, Jun Wuhuo, and his
wife Hou Yijun. Inside the presence of friends and relatives, or partners, they may have attended
my wedding several times, but they will know better, my love, my love for Xiyan ...... Oh, here
will not be expounded, just today in borrowing this once again thank you all for coming, each of
your blessings, I sincerely accept, thank you ......" Lin Hao took the microphone and said to the
crowd on stage, while introducing Lin Qingcheng Mo Tianji, Gu Yue Night One, Jun Wu Regret

Hou Yi Jun to the people on stage once again.

Finally he looked at Shen Xiyan, who was already sobbing uncontrollably, and went to wipe
her tears clean with incomparable tenderness. Her touch was written in her eyes, on her face, and in
every expressed emotion, which Lin Hao could completely accept.

"Wife, I love you, for the rest of my life!" Lin Hao let out a loud shout after taking a deep
breath. He wanted to tell the world every second that this was his wife ......

"Husband, I love you too ......" Shen Xiyan forcefully grabbed the microphone and shouted
with a trembling voice ......



In a corner of the wedding site on the top floor, a woman dressed in a white veil, like a fairy
moved to tears, just the bitterness in her heart besides her, there is also an old man beside her, he is
the great elder of the Nine Heavenly Clan, today on behalf of the Nine Heavenly Clan to celebrate
Lin Hao, just because Lin Hao does not want them people to celebrate on behalf of a certain sect,
after all, there are still some differences between the martial arts world and the secular world, he
does not want to make too much of a stir, beyond the acceptance of the common people ......

The great elder looked at Jiu Tianxuan and shook his head, he knew that Jiu Tianxuan was

not only touched by Lin Hao, but even started to have his heart set on Lin Hao, only he looked at
Lin Hao and then at Shen Xiyan, he couldn't help but sigh.

"She looks in good shape, it's just that her brain problem hasn't been completely eradicated
and resolved." The Grand Elder shook his head and said, he was also wishing the couple well, they
had gone through so much to be together and had both become so for the Chinese martial arts
community, they wanted to save Shen Xiyan, it was just that Shen Xiyan's problem was too serious,
so serious that even someone as powerful as Lin Hao hadn't been able to find out ......

"So is she still saved? If something really goes wrong with Shen Xiyan, Lin Hao will go
crazy ......" said Jiu Tianxuan excitedly, she was worried, she just didn't know who she was worried

about, whether it was Lin Hao, or Shen Xiyan, or both ......

"Save is definitely saved." The first elder thought all, answered directly, after all, Lin Hao
vitality are gone, not in the end is not restored to the current appearance, so Shen Xiyan certainly
can save, just the problem is, this difficulty is difficult, at least in China has not much chance, "in
that piece of Western Europe, they have been studying the limits of the human body, there should be
a potion can be restored similar to the brain death crisis ...... even, I think, Western Europe and

North America before going to the East, can be with just this mysterious thing exists ......"
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"Really?" Above Jiu Tian Xuan's stunning face, inside the haggard and lost look, glowed with
infinite light, the white and slender rear grasping the Great Elder's robe, excited to the point of ......

The great elder can't help but a bitter smile, nine days Xuan has fallen? Hey, maybe so.
After all, how to say it, that is Lin Hao ah, so deep and true love and affection with such a deep man,
stay with him for a long time, will be attracted to him ......

The wedding came to an end, the whole of the sky and the sea was severely moved by this
wedding, that sea, full of roses still floating on the water, but will it float across the ocean and tell
the world ......

Back home, Leng Qiuya and Wang Shufen eyes red incomparable, a look at it, crying for a
long time, they can not be happy, Leng Qiuya happy in their daughter incomparable happiness,
Wang Shufen happy in Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan regardless of the past, respect for her. Of course
this is mainly more touched, how to say, women are emotional, no matter how old they are, their
hearts are still toward the warm side, are easily moved to ......

"Lin Hao, thank you, thank you for giving Xiyan such great happiness ......" Leng Qiuya
grabbed Lin Hao's hand with both hands and sobbed in gratitude.

"Mom, what are you talking about, we are all family, what thanks or no thanks." Lin Hao
grasped Leng Qiuya's hands while casting his eyes towards Shen Xiyan, asking her to come over
and calm the mothers down. Shen Xiyan comprehended her husband Lin Hao's prayer and after
hugging Leng Qiuya and Wang Shufen, she also choked up and said, "Mom, thank you for giving
birth to me and raising me, I have the happiness I have now because of you ...... Well, well, let's
not talk about that, today we have been busy all day, just sighing and participating in the happiness



amidst the touching, are hungry, mum, I want to eat the sweet and sour pork you made, and also
cook some chicken soup for Lin Hao to replenish his body ......"

"Good, good, we'll go and cook here." Wang Shufen and Leng Qiuya glanced at each other

and instantly comprehended the words in Shen Xiyan's words, tonic body, not that Lin Hao's body
is injured, but the two have been making children lately, Shen Xiyan has told them that she wants to

have a child for Lin Hao, and it can't be said that she wants to have a child for Lin Hao, it is two
together to create a love crystallization about two people, this is the best interpretation of love, but
also down the road to give love The best companionship, you have me in, I have your existence
in ......

Lin Hao lying on the sofa hugging Shen Xiyan, just now, the Western European side of Mu

Chen Shanshan also gave Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan another blessing, just from the information

revealed by Chen Shanshan, Jenny found her ......

Jane? 洱侍西陸西洱 zero? Nic ......

Thinking of Jenny, Lin Hao can't help but think of that period of gray days in Western

Europe, there is such a clean, beautiful and kind girl, has been giving himself bread every day, her
kindness, Lin Hao can't forget ...... think of Jenny, and think of the picture of Niu Niu, she and
Shen Xiyan had talked about having a child before, but later because of other things delayed, the
plan are on hold, these days again implemented, originally thought he would spend the rest of his
life with Shen Xiyan, but the news from the Western Europe side, so Lin Hao had to go again the
reason ......

Jenny is in trouble again ......
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Standing on top of the building, Chen Shanshan's voice trembled, she missed Lin Hao too much,
only she didn't dare to contact him, the betrayal was still fresh in her mind, it was still her heart's
demon, only ...... only contacted Lin Hao today because of Jenny ......

She has known Jenny for a short time, but her relationship with Jenny is like knowing her
best friend for many years. Jenny is kind, beautiful, and not as prideful as ordinary Westerners, who
always put pride on their faces and look down on Easterners, of course, this is what Chen Shanshan
thinks ......

The time she met Jenny was after an afternoon tea, she was looking from the balcony of her

office building, looking far to the east, thinking of Lin Hao, and just as she was closing up to go
back to her office, a beautiful girl appeared in front of her and asked her with sincere eyes, "Do you
know Lin Hao?"

At that moment, Chen Shanshan was so shocked that she stammered and could not say
anything. Jenny then asked, "Do you know Brother Lin? He's a good man, he saved me, but I can't
find him ......"

Only then did Chen Shanshan drop her guard and looked at Jenny carefully, finding that her
eyes were extremely serious and deep down she was thinking about Lin Hao, before she answered in
a trembling voice, "I ...... know Lin Hao ...... "She was going to blurt out, I know my brother, just
think of that rainy night, Chen Shanshan no matter how difficult to open this mouth, Lin Hao may
forget, perhaps do not care, but she herself, will never original? The actual fact is that you'll be able
to get a lot more than just a few of these. Forgive yourself, forgive that very, very silly self ......

"Can you tell me about him? What kind of a man was he?" That beggar on the street, when
he saved himself at the last minute, Jenny was incredibly moved, she was desperate, yet Lin Hao



appeared, a magnificent figure, cold eyes, a strong killing intent, so that the bad guys had nowhere
to hide, that was a great man ......

"His story ah ......"

Chen Shanshan gushed proudly, she knew that Lin Hao would be the one to dazzle

wherever he went, his gentleness, his attentiveness, attracting every woman, for example, this time
the Oriental feast.

Overnight, the whole world knew that there was an incomparably grand wedding in the

mysterious East, a wedding that women all over the world dreamed of after seeing it, a sea of roses
floating, all the advertising screens of the entire Eastern Economic and Financial Centre projected
on the screen, countless gems set in art on top of the wedding dress, a cruise ship arrayed to pose the
name of the heroine, in expressing I love you ......

Such a picture, think of the excitement, think of the body can not stand, think of the
envy ......

"Wow, so is Sister Xiyan very, very happy?" Jenny finally asked rhetorically, her gaze clear,
without a trace of impurities, all the blessings ...... Chen Shanshan looked at Jenny with such a look,
also slightly stunned, thoughts flowing up, can she do this herself, maybe she can ......

"Very, very happy, their love is like the Journey to the West, do you know the Journey to

the West?" Chen Shanshan said with an aggravated tone, speaking of Lin Hao, she was getting too
excited.



Jenny's handsome eyebrows twisted together gently, "Is that the beautiful Monkey King?
The stone monkey of the East?"

"Yes, yes, it's the Monkey King. Their love experience is like the ninety-eight difficulties
the Monkey King went through in the Journey to the West before he was able to come to
fruition ......," Chen Shanshan explained.
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"Such a love is so beautiful, I want to have it too, it's a pity that brother Lin Hao is already married
and so happy, I wish them with all my heart, a long and long time." Jenny clasped her hands on her
chest, in a devotional prayer to God, she was wishing Lin Hao's health and Shen Xiyan's health, in
wishing them a marriage just like God's, a long and long time ......

They would talk about Lin Hao all the time.

After Jenny told her about the ten days Lin Hao lived on the streets again, that kind of
beggar life, making Chen Shanshan tears, she knew Lin Hao had lost a lot, but ...... she also wanted
to give Lin Hao a shoulder, but ...... but she could only worry about Lin Hao ......

Lin Hao's voice was flat, like he had forgotten everything that happened that night, "Are
you ...... okay?" Lin Hao now first greeted, and then his tone increased, "What happened to

Jenny?"

After hearing that something had happened to Jenny, Lin Hao's body instinctively trembled,
at the time when he had fallen to begging on the streets, it was such a kind girl like Jenny, she was
like an angel, telling herself to warm herself with her actions ......



Now she accident? Love picketing Lu Yi picketing Lu Yi Di? up, Lin Hao can't help but
some heart tightened, want to rescue her, he didn't want to hear about Jenny in distress.

"Jenny's parents came to ask me about Jenny, they are very anxious, I told them a lot of

things, they finally requested me, can I come to beg you, save their daughter, and, they received a
threat, the people on the other side specified that you should come to Western Europe to meet at the

place they chose, otherwise, they will tear the ticket ...... so Jenny's accident, should have
something to do with you ......" Chen Shanshan said in a soft tone, she said while caring about Lin
Hao's breathing, just the breathing on the other side of the phone had been very calm, but when she
heard the tearing of the ticket, she obviously felt the coldness on the other side of the phone, the
man's anger.

"They dare!" Lin Hao roared softly and angrily, having experienced the loss of his next of
kin, Lin Hao didn't want to be seeing anyone around him dying, and such a kind girl at that ......

"Don't be angry, don't be angry, anger hurts your body ......" Chen Shanshan pleaded with
a sobbing voice, she was humble, just no matter how humble she was, she knew that she and Lin

Hao would never be possible again, it was like hiding in Lin Hao's faraway place, and couldn't see
Lin Hao anymore, only by inquiring...-

She hadn't wanted to tell Lin Hao about Jenny's accident, but Chen Shanshan knew that she

didn't ask for Lin Hao's forgiveness, but no longer wanted to go and make Lin Hao look bad. And
her own bent would have been a bad decision, Lin Hao's power she had seen ......

"Is that Mr. Lin?" A thick middle-aged man's tired voice had an excited tone in it, he was
Jenny's father, Bob. He had seen how powerful Lin Hao was, the last time Jenny was kidnapped, it
was Lin Hao who rescued her, just one man, and took on a kidnapping gang, knowing that they had



guns and were all well trained kidnappers, but unfortunately, they knew nothing before Lin Hao's
eyes. Bob knew that this would be the mysterious martial arts of the East ......

"It's me, who was Jenny kidnapped by?" Lin Hao asked directly, only to freeze then add, "I
will go to Western Europe immediately. You give me a landmark ......"

Chapter 985

Jenny was kidnapped by whom this issue, I'm afraid the other party will not reveal. Lin Hao felt
anxious, otherwise would not ask such a question, after all, the kidnappers and not the police ......

Old Bob was so asked by Lin Hao, there was some look turned good, instantly sad again,
Jenny is a good girl, but why God always does not favor her, this is the second time by the
kidnappers took, and this time the kidnappers mainly kidnapped people is not Jenny, but Lin Hao,
after all, the kidnappers but specifically called him to say, must let Lin Hao go to their designated
location, or they tear the ticket ......

"Mr. Lin, I don't know who the other party is, but the other party said for you to come to
Europe and be quick. I have been very embarrassed to disturb you at such a happy time, but, but
Jenny, Jenny was taken, the other party does not look like ordinary kidnappers." Old Bob said with
a crying voice, he also just learned that Lin Hao in the mysterious East for a feast and great wedding,
he watched, felt that as a noble gentleman in the most romantic country in the West, but also can not
compare to Mr. Lin this romance at sea, that floating in the whole ocean of roses, simply, simply all
to let God praise... ...

Why old Bob said not ordinary kidnappers, how to say it, old Bob is also a nobleman,
naturally know some of the Western Europe is unable to know something, that day after seeing Lin
Hao's hands, he remembered the Western Church, only few people know such an existence, he
himself is even about to forget these people, if not in recent days, their frequent movements, at the



same time Jenny and at this time silently captured, even the mercenary bodyguards they hired are
not used, he remembered these people ......

"Not ordinary people?" Lin Hao frowned, into deep thought, what is called not ordinary
people, perhaps others will think that the old Bob mouth is not ordinary people just killers or
something else, but Lin Hao experience so much, but also know some of the world inside the deep

secrets, plus he has seen the old Bob, Western Europe side of the old aristocrats, his mouth of
ordinary people, certainly not a small momentum ... ...

Western, the mysterious forces, scorpions ......

Memories of Western Europe come flooding back ......

"I know, just send me a coordinate, I will go there overnight." Lin Hao said to Rao Bob, he
did not know how much time the kidnappers would give him, so he had to go overnight, of course,
before he went over, he still needed to ask something from Jun Wuhuo, he did not care what existed
in Western Europe in North America, but Jun Wuhuo certainly knew, know yourself and know your

enemy, he needed to know exactly what strength the other side had, what kind of group of
forces... ...

After hanging up the phone, Shen Xiyan looked at Lin Hao who was frowning, gently went
to soften his brow, and then said intimately, "What's wrong husband?" Shen Xi Yan saw Lin Hao

such a look, the heart can not help but pain, they have experienced too much together, originally
thought after the return of the East, with the strength of Lin Hao at this moment, no longer
encounter things that bother him, but now it seems that there are still things that bother him, when
they can be together properly? Previously, always thinking of letting Lin Hao break out of the
world, now she is thinking of letting Lin Hao do not carry so much ......



"I'm going to go abroad." Lin Hao lowered his head, he was very weak, did not dare to look
directly at Shen Xiyan, after all, he had just given her a perfect promise, turn his head to leave her.

"I will wait for you well at home, husband ......" Shen Xi Yan said after the face of the
happy and beautiful smile is no longer gone, but endless despondency, although she can understand,
but after hearing this sentence, but still uncomfortable.

"I love you ......" Lin Hao lifted his head, holding Shen Xiyan's face and said incomparably
serious.

Shen Xiyan immediately hugged Lin Hao, "I love you too, for life. Next time we must not
separate."

Lin Hao nodded his head heavily and looked at Shen Xiyan with sorry eyes.

"Go on."

Being a second before entering the bridal chamber with White Tiger Hou Yijun, Lin Hao's
phone call came through, and Jun Wuhuai was very annoyed, who called at the time when the
spring night was worth a thousand gold, wasn't it just disgusting?

"Who is it." Jun Wu Regret with a strong anger chided, Hou Yijun is also blushing
incomparably,? Serve Yi closed zero Yi Shan zero love? The clothes are off ......
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"It's me, haha, I'm sorry for disturbing your good deed." Lin Hao has eyes shamelessly said, Jun
Wu Regret generally not much angry, and then look at what is happening now, as well as just came
a pouting sound, Lin Hao know that the two of them are doing.

By Lin Hao angry liver pain, Jun Wu Regret also can not help, after all, the other party is
Lin Hao, if other people, may have to bear his anger, Jun Wu Regret's anger ah, not any person can
withstand.

"Looking for me for what matter?" Jun Wu Regret said somewhat unpleasantly, his anger
dispersed a lot, Lin Hao called him at this time, indicating that there must be something important.

"Old...husband, I'll go out for a while ......" Hou Yijun said at this time, Jun Wuhuo talked

to Lin Hao, it must be something important, she needed to avoid suspicion.

Looking at Hou Yijun's back, Jun? The cover er whisked love zero Lu Xi steak? No

regrets is also a little lost in thought, now the two are husband and wife, should not have to avoid
suspicion, but Lin Hao looking for him, hey ......

"How is the strength of the Western European side?" Lin Hao single-handedly, directly
asked.

Jun Wu Regrets stood up, he has been worrying about the matter, Lin Hao surprisingly also
asked?



The situation in the ancient prison of Eastern Ying was complicated, so complicated that he
didn't know how to solve it, and even Qinglong Black Dragon was sent away by him to the North

American side of Western Europe, in order to keep an eye on the next movements of the forces on
both sides.

"If the two of us are just one person, we may not be a match for Western Europe, but if we
are two people, we have absolutely no need to fear that Western Europe will dare to step into our

country, because no matter who dares to step into the country, they will definitely die!" Jun Wu

Regrets grunted, Cang in the time Western Europe are not how to put China in the eyes, you can
imagine the terrifying strength of Western Europe North America, but well, now do not have to

worry, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regrets two supreme heavenly pride in, the Grand Patriarch strength,
completely not afraid of Western Europe, and the last hundred innate patriarch banquet said these
things.

So tricky well? Lin Hao listened to it, his brow wrinkled very Shen, since used under the
state of the extreme road, Lin Hao feel that they are going to be invincible under the world, but now
Jun Wu Regret told him that two people together is the opponent of Western Europe, then North
America, is not more powerful than other doors, so that said, Jenny is not more dangerous ......

"What's wrong, what have you encountered?" Jun Wuhuo couldn't help but ask after seeing
Lin Hao hesitate for some time. He was suddenly a little worried that Lin Hao had encountered a
problem, after all, Shen Xiyan's physical problems, she knew something about it, and there was a
chance that Jiu Tian Xuan would also talk to Lin Hao, after all, Shen Xiyan was too important to
Lin Hao, just like Hou Yijun was to himself now, if anyone dared to hurt Hou Yijun a bit at this
time, he would not rest with him until death!

Lin Hao once again answered directly, "I encountered some things in Western Europe, some
people target me, so I must go over there." With Jun Wu Regret, Lin Hao felt no don't say so
obscure, both of them are supreme heavenly pride, the first level of strength in China.



"You can't go ...... forget it, you'd better go ......" Jun Wu Regret at first was a bite back,
but immediately followed by saying, he bite back is worried about the strength of China Xia damage,
but he know, Shen Xiyan is too important, Lin Hao will never give up Shen Xiyan's ...... this is
about Shen Xiyan's body ......

"Well? What's going on?" Lin Hao sensed something.

"Nothing, nothing." Jun Wuhuo replied, then continued, "In Western Europe I have very

some people on my side, and black dragon past, incognito, become an organization of mercenaries,
if you have any bad shot in Western Europe, you can let Black Dragon know, he will do his best to
help you."

"Good." After saying that, he hung up the phone.

Lin Hao looked at the West, the strength of the Western European side far exceeded his

expectations, originally thought he could be invincible in the past, but now it seems that, not under
the extreme state, I'm afraid that there will be some losses.

"Sister of the Nine Heavenly Fairies." A cry of alarm sounded, it was Shen Xiyan's, Lin Hao
was also attracted, the Nine Heavens Gate arrived? Jiu Tian Xuan also came?
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After Jiu Tian Xuan said hello to Shen Xiyan, his eyes kept looking into the house, Shen Xiyan did
not know what he was looking at, but the Grand Elder knew that Jiu Tian Xuan was looking at Lin
Hao. Of course Shen Xiyan did not know, do not know if she knew that Jiu Tianxuan was thinking

about Lin Hao, the heart does not know what feelings.



"I came over to disturb at night, there is genuinely something." The company's main goal is
to provide a solution to the problem of the head of the head of Shen Xiyan, of course, Jiu Tianxuan
will not say in front of Shen Xiyan, after all, the problem is so big, who will know what will happen

to Shen Xiyan after knowing. Of course Jiu Tian Xuan also looked at Shen Xiyan a few more, now
she is a little tired, but that kind of happiness from the bones revealed proud, let people never forget,
Jiu Tian Xuan first think, women will also have such beauty ......

"Is looking for Lin Hao?" Shen Xiyan blurted out, and the happy color on her face
disappeared. After all, Jiu Tianxuan something, certainly will not find her ah, although she is Lin
Hao's wife, but many things she has no way to participate, which makes her some times very
difficult, of course Shen Xiyan also did not put too much on these things, after all, Lin Hao love her
is enough ......

"Yes, Madam Lin." The Jiu Tian Men Grand Elder said with a light smile, he somewhat did
not want to let Jiu Tian Xuan too much face Shen Xiyan, after all, then I'm afraid it will cause heart

demons, people who practice martial arts, the most taboo these things that are not, especially
women, the phrase loves into the bones is not just a joke.

"Husband someone is looking for you." Shen Xiyan shouted to Lin Hao on the balcony, and
then greeted the two people inside the hall. Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya is watching TV inside

the room, once again see Jiu Tian Xuan is also feel such a woman, simply I do not look like a
woman on earth, too beautiful, the beauty of people are jealous, but the good thing is that several
people have also played a few times face to face, after all, when Shen Xiyan was seriously injured,
it was her with people to save.

"Greetings to the two masters." The Grand Elder of the Nine Heavenly Clans said.



"Mom, let's go back to the room first, they are looking for Lin Hao for some things." Seeing
Lin Hao come out from the balcony, Shen Xiyan said to Leng Qiu Ya Wang Shu Fen, while taking
the hot dish she had just made to her room, Shen Xiyan was a bit hungry. Of course asked the two
people of the Nine Heavenly Doors to eat some, the other side directly refused, Shen Xiyan is also
embarrassed to eat in front of them, can only bring the meal to their own room inside ......

"Lin family master." Jiu Tian Xuan and the eldest elder honored Lin Hao when they saw
him.

Lin Hao gestured for both of them to sit down, the Nine Heavenly Clans came to the door
late at night, there must be something important, suddenly Lin Hao thought, it couldn't be a
problem over in Western Europe as well, right?

"The two of you came to my home late at night, I wonder what you want to order?" Lin Hao
joked, he was in a good mood.

"I don't dare to command, I don't dare to. How can we command the Lin family master?
The Lin family master has done a great service to our Chinese martial arts community, he is a great
meritorious minister. Not only can we not command you, but you can command us." The first elder
hurriedly said, heart thumping for a time, spare him is also considered a famous big shot, but the
face of Lin Hao, or awe, after all, Lin Hao deal with Cang, the destruction of Eastern Ying, which
are not the general martial arts community to do, even the suppression of the Chinese martial arts
community Cang is only in the Chinese hegemony ......

"The Grand Elder is serious. I wonder if you two came all night, there is something you
want to say? I may have to rush to Western Europe in the middle of the night, so the two of you
have something to say better be concise ......" Lin Hao said and looked at his watch, indicating that
he was really in a hurry. Every second could bring danger to Jenny, and he didn't want to waste a
single second ......



"You're going to Western Europe, did you find out about your wife's sick condition? Ah,
this... how is this possible?" Jiu Tian Xuan heard that Lin Hao was going to Western Europe, he
was so scared that he said loudly, extremely out of shape, even the Grand Elder was stunned by Jiu
Tian Xuan, when did this ...... her be so presumptuous? Perhaps it may be because the other party

is Lin Hao it ...... hey, it's a pity that the other party all have Shen Xiyan ...... hope not to fall too
deep ......

"What!" Lin Hao heard, directly from the rhinoceros skin sofa tentative stand up, a face of
horror, Shen Xiyan head inside the disease, and not cured? This ...... me...what should I do? Lin

Hao brain are going to suffocate, Shen Xiyan's disease is very serious, at the time were brain dead,
later was cured, Lin Hao thought cured, now it seems, and not ......

"Xiyan's illness, not cured?" Lin Hao grabbed Jiu Tian Xuan's hand, his pupils shrunk to
one.

Jiu Tianxuan was Lin Hao's sudden outburst of terrifying wrist force pinch the slender hand
white, then the face red, and then to the final tragic white, the Grand Elder saw this, hurriedly got
up to pull Lin Hao's hand, only he used his whole body strength, but also did not tear Lin Hao's
hand, instant shock beyond compare ......

This terrifying explosive force, the general innate clan master, completely unable to resist
Lin Hao's grip hard, what kind of terrifying strength does he have?

"Lin family master, wait for us to slowly elaborate." The Grand Elder opened his mouth and
said, at the same time Lin Hao's hand relaxed, he just realized that he lost his temper, only such a
loss of temper was completely reasonable. How to say it, Lin Hao loves Shen Xi Yan to the marrow



of his bones, for her everything has been done, now hearing the bad news relapse, Lin Hao how to

accept it?

"Good, just now I was anxious, you say ......" Lin Hao is not much embarrassed, but
directly urged.

The nine days Xuan rubbed his wrist, moistened his throat, and only then slowly spoke,
"After the last treatment I thought that Mrs. Lin had been cured, but recently, when observing Mrs.
Lin's physical condition, I found that her disease has entered a latent period, as to how long this

latent period, I can not predict. This time I came over to tell you that there is a secret technique in
Western Europe that can bring the dead back to life ...... I think this secret technique should be able
to cure Mrs. Lin's illness ......"

Western Europe?

It seems that there really is a reason why this Western Europe has to go.

"Thank you both for coming to tell on purpose, you also know that I happen to be going to

Western Europe." Lin Hao face painful look said, at the same time but inside the eyes with a great
hope, he secretly vowed, no matter what to find this Western Europe? Zero love Lu zero love er dye
Shan? The secret art, no matter what method to use!

"We also happen to be passing by." Jiu Tian Xuan deliberately said, she did not know why

she said that, just that it was hard to feel in her heart when she said that, the great elder took over
and inquired, "I wonder what the Lin family encountered inside the Ancient Prison?"



"Ancient Prison?" After Lin Hao's expression eased, he gave a startled eek, then shook his
head, his encounter inside the Ancient Prison is certainly not to say, anyway, when the time comes,
there is certainly Jun Wu Regret to give himself a cover, Lin Hao is not willing to reveal too much,
besides, nowadays, the Ancient Prison has a series of accidents, it is reasonable for the Chinese
martial arts to pick up to know the importance of the Ancient Prison.

"At that time I was under the state of the extreme dao, memory is weak. Jun family head
was instead inside for a real long time, if you guys want to ask something, you can go and ask." Lin
Hao directly dumped the pot to Jun Wu Ren, also at the same time put all the problems afterwards
on Jun Wu Ren's head, his main purpose now is to go to Western Europe to find the secret art, do
not want to be delayed by other things. Of course it's not that Lin Hao didn't take charge, Jun Wu

Regret is so keen on the Chinese martial arts world, he is responsible for it certainly more than Lin
Hao's heart ......

"In this way, today's wedding came from the Eastern Ying vibration, should have a not too
small relationship with the ancient prison." The great elder pondered for a long time before finally
speaking with a grave expression.

Jiu Tian Xuan also nodded, role above the face is full of sadness, she now encountered too

many things, about Lin Hao, about Shen Xiyan, about the Chinese martial arts world, and now there

is another ancient prison, and listen to the elders in the door master said, the ancient prison is very
scary, just scary in what, the elders master did not say, just let them take this opportunity to see if

they can know something from Lin Hao mouth, apparently let They were disappointed, Lin Hao did
not say anything, she took a deep breath and whispered, "If the Lin family master remembers
anything later, he still hopes to talk to us."

"Good." Lin Hao agreed in one breath.



After sending off the Grand Elder of the Nine Heavenly Clans and Jiu Tian Xuan, Lin Hao
and Shen Xiyan said goodbye fondly and finally boarded a private plane and flew directly to the
Western European side...

Chapter 988

Jiu Tianxuan was Lin Hao's sudden outburst of terrifying wrist force pinch of the slender hand
white, then the face red, and then finally white, the Grand Elder saw this, hurriedly got up to pull
Lin Hao's hand, only he used his whole body strength, but also did not rip open Lin Hao's hand,
instant shock incomparable ......

This terrifying explosive force, the general innate clan master, completely unable to resist
Lin Hao's grip hard, what kind of terrifying strength does he have?

"Lin family master, wait for us to slowly elaborate." The Grand Elder opened his mouth and
said, at the same time Lin Hao's hand relaxed, he just realized that he lost his temper, only such a
loss of temper was completely reasonable. How to say it, Lin Hao loves Shen Xi Yan to the marrow
of his bones, for her everything has been done, now hearing the bad news relapse, Lin Hao how to

accept it?

"Good, just now I was anxious, you say ......" Lin Hao is not much embarrassed, but
directly urged.

The nine days Xuan rubbed his wrist, moistened his throat, and only then slowly spoke,
"After the last treatment I thought that Mrs. Lin had been cured, but recently, when observing Mrs.
Lin's physical condition, I found that her disease has entered a latent period, as to how long this

latent period, I can not predict. This time I came over to tell you that there is a secret technique in
Western Europe that can bring the dead back to life ...... I think this secret technique should be able
to cure Mrs. Lin's illness ......"



Western Europe?

It seems that there really is a reason why this Western Europe has to go.

"Thank you both for coming to tell on purpose, you also know that I happen to be going to

Western Europe." Lin Hao said with a painful look on his face, at the same time but with a great
hope inside his eyes, he secretly swore that no matter what, he would find this Western Europe's
secret art, no matter what method he used!

"We also happen to be passing by." Jiu Tian Xuan deliberately said, she didn't know why

she said that, just that it was hard to feel in her heart when she said that, the great elder took over
and inquired, "I wonder what the Lin family encountered inside the ancient prison?"

"Ancient Prison?" After Lin Hao's expression eased, he gave a startled eek, then shook his
head, his encounter inside the Ancient Prison is certainly not to say, anyway, when the time comes,
there is certainly Jun Wu Regret to give himself a cover, Lin Hao is not willing to reveal too much,
besides, nowadays, the Ancient Prison has a series of accidents, it is reasonable for the Chinese
martial arts to pick up to know the importance of the Ancient Prison.

"At that time I was under the state of the extreme dao, memory is weak. Jun family head
was instead inside for a real long time, if you guys want to ask something, you can go and ask." Lin
Hao directly dumped the pot to Jun Wu Ren, also at the same time put all the problems afterwards
on Jun Wu Ren's head, his main purpose now is to go to Western Europe to find the secret art, do
not want to be delayed by other things. Of course it's not that Lin Hao didn't take charge, Jun Wu

Regret is so keen on the Chinese martial arts world, he is responsible for it certainly more than Lin
Hao's heart ......



"In this way, today's wedding came from the Eastern Ying vibration, should have a not too
small relationship with the ancient prison." The great elder pondered for a long time before finally
speaking with a grave expression.

Jiu Tian Xuan also nodded, role above the face is full of sadness, she now encountered too

many things, about Lin Hao, about Shen Xiyan, about the Chinese martial arts world, and now there

is another ancient prison, and listen to the elders in the door master said, the ancient prison is very
scary, just scary in what, the elders master did not say, just let them take this opportunity to see if

they can know something from Lin Hao mouth, apparently let They were disappointed, Lin Hao did
not say anything, she took a deep breath and whispered, "If the Lin family master remembers
anything later, he still hopes to talk to us."

"Good." Lin Hao replied in one breath? Shayi Ai whisked closed the dye to cover the

ground? answered.

After sending off the Nine Heavenly Clan Grand Elder and Jiu Tian Xuan, Lin Hao and
Shen Xiyan said goodbye fondly and finally boarded a private plane and flew directly to the Western
European side ......

Super Son-in-law Chapter 989-990
Chapter 989

On the plane, night one face staring down with a heavy face, the night scene of the sky sea is more
prosperous, but the night scene of the sea, the boulder black and heavy, than the gaze of the heart,
more heavy.



This plane in the darkness, like an eagle, flying fast. He knew that the boss encountered

things must be extremely serious, otherwise it would not catch a plane to Western Europe overnight,
and still again the night of such a day.

He and Gu Yue extremely reluctant, but for the boss of the matter, he still want to put on the
heart, this time to go to Western Europe, must have encountered what tricky things. I thought I
would never come to Western Europe again, but I never thought I would come back on the first day
after the wedding ......

F country Goerfent castle inside, old Bob to his wife comfort, his kind face, and aged a few
years, but to his wife, but still show a gentleman's appearance. He is already worth three billion
euros, and this castle alone is worth four point two billion euros. But this castle is inherited from the

ancestors, they generally do not live inside the castle, although this castle to highlight the status, but
travel is very inconvenient, but the castle is inherited, and the role of the castle is naturally inherited,
that is, security, they now encounter life-threatening security problems, had to return to the
castle... ...

"Honey, Jenny will be fine, Lin, Lin has arrived from the night. Oh, it's nighttime on their
end, so it's overnight." Old Bob explained. There was a time difference of several hours between the
East and West. And old Bob had such a flirtation in such a situation, which is also because of their
Western optimism, in instinct, but his worry, all written on his face.

"Lin is here, then I am relieved. Look at what you are looking for, spent tens of millions of
dollars to invite people, almost all dead, not only did not save the people, but we also landed a
lawsuit." The woman's tightly furrowed brow loosened, but the worried heart was aggravated again,
from the East to the West, it also takes several hours, moreover, she also knows who the group of
people who kidnapped their daughter is ......



She suddenly said worriedly, "But Lin even if you come, can deal with that group of people?
And you told me? Dyeing zero Yi Shanxi closed Lu Shan? They are waiting for the arrival of Lin,
if, if ......" she was worried, if Lin came, the strength is not strong enough to save their daughter,
will not let Lin send death? Is this too inhumane?

Old Bob knew what his wife was worried about, he also had such concerns, but they did not
have the power to choose, and their daughter, because Lin Hao had such an accident ......

Mu Chen and Chen Shanshan were also invited to the castle, the moment they stepped into
the castle, feeling that this world is simply too wonderful, the things said in the book, it turns out
that in reality really exists inside.

The towering moat, black and blue stone is a bit broken, that is the traces left by the years,
ancient and full of history. The walls have a sentry tower, that sentry tower is now unoccupied,
because in modern times, the human eye, completely less sophisticated than the surveillance
cameras. But people look at that sentry tower, or feel that there is a powerful knight, eyes tightly
focused on people.

After entering the gate, on both sides are endless rockery as well as arranged greenery, but
from the layout as well as the outline can be intuitively seen, those rockery are historical legacy of
ancient architecture, with a strong sense of age.

Onyx stone paving, in the sun's illumination, appearing sparkling, as if walking in a
fairyland, beautiful.



Chen Shanshan then were stationed to stay and wipe a handful of onyx stone on the ground,
the official at the time could not help but sneer, but he did not put this expression on his face for
long, because he had met too many people like this, too many to count.

"Well well, let's not talk about these useless things. The other side gave us eight hours to
prepare, and later they will call the communication again." Old Bob spoke out to interrupt his wife's
worries, he didn't really like this atmosphere, it was too dull, it didn't fit the identity of the western
nobility.

The woman's face instantly ugly, because she knows that old Bob has called someone to
monitor the other side when they call over, in order to be able to know in advance the other side's
address identity strength, etc. This is a very dangerous thing, she does not want to risk, but she
knows she can not persuade her husband ......

Chapter 990

Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen are also holding their breath in? The ground Wu dyed love whisked

Xixi steak? After seeing Jenny's family background relationship, only to know that the original

Jenny is so rich a noble family lady, which with their usual inside the same food and living with
kind and warm Jenny than, simply let people feel shocked beyond ......

Mu Chen came to Europe, bounced around several countries, in the overseas Chinese
together to build friendship life to help each other's group met Chen Shanshan, after several offline
meetings, only to know that the two people not only live in Tianhai, while both know Lin Hao Shen

Xiyan, and a admiration Lin Hao, a love of Shen Xiyan, this is a kind of inexplicable fate, then the
two will choose a common place to develop life, but also because of this, to meet Jenny ......

"Mu Chen, do you think sister Xiyan will come along?" Chen Shanshan said with tense
breathing and a somewhat painful look of resistance.



Mu Chen is also face pain look, Shen Xiyan is his life can not forget the past, he very much
want to very much want to see Shen Xiyan again, just but already know, Shen Xiyan not only has
become Lin Hao's wife, the light of this sensational wedding, Lin Hao and once again sworn his
sovereignty, while the wedding happy to tears Shen Xiyan, how ever is not to tell other people, this
generation, not Lin Hao?

"This I do not know." Mu Chen said, his past with Shen Xiyan, is an accident, to say that he
and Shen Xiyan what relationship, perhaps in Shen Xiyan and Lin Hao two people's perception
inside, he is also just a friend of Shen Xiyan, no, or friends are worse, just a colleague relationship.

"Are you still forgetting her?" See Mu Chen face painful look, Chen Shanshan's face is full
of concern, after all, the two people have known each other for a relatively long time, Mu Chen is

a sunny person, giving people the feeling like a warm sun in the heart, has been very optimistic,
rarely see such a look ......

"Heh." Mu Chen laughed and shook his head, forget? How easy is it to talk about? How is

it so easy to forget things that are hard? Besides, have you forgotten Lin Hao again? Obviously no.
But Mu Chen did not ask a rhetorical question, he is not such a person, it is also difficult to say such
words, if not involved in Shen Xiyan, he would not even have such thoughts.

"Just do you really dare to face Lin Hao?" Mu Chen suddenly thought of what Chen

Shanshan had said to him before, she said she could not meet Lin Hao in the future, not that it was
impossible, but she could not, no matter what, just now she is here waiting for Lin Hao's arrival, is
she not afraid of it ......

Hearing these words, Chen Shanshan face more and more ugly, the things that happened
that night again inside the mind, a time of incomparable unbearable pain suppressed in the heart.



"What's wrong with you? Chen?Where is not comfortable, do you want me to call a doctor
for you?" Old Bob gentleman asked, he saw Chen Shanshan face is too painful, thought Chen
Shanshan is sick, Chen Shanshan shook his head.

"I'm fine." She replied.

Mu Chen also helped to explain, "She's fine, she just thought of something bothering her."

"If you guys are uncomfortable, you can mention it to us directly. There is a private doctor
inside the castle." The woman also followed and said.

"Thanks." Chen Shanshan said.

Also at this time, a cell phone remembered an unfamiliar number, the phone number were
encrypted. Old Bob knew at a glance that the other party had come to call.

"Here comes the call." A black suit inch bodyguard said.

Old Bob's eyebrows jumped instantly and his whole body tightened up, "Are you ready to
intercept the message?"



"We have prepared a good anti-satellite phone, as long as there is no accident, we can
completely locate where the other party is." He said.

Old Bob breathed heavily before he pressed the answer button.

"Eight hours now, has he arrived?" A metallic voice came through, and you could hear that
the other party was also a professional, using a voice changer to change the tone.

"Sir, I want to hear my daughter's voice." Old Bob whispered.
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